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ABSTRACT

Curriculum Sequencing is one of the most appealing challenges for educational environ-
ments where learners need adapted courses, i.e., courses tailored to their own personal
traits. In this work we address the problem of how to compare and test different Curricu-
lum Sequencing algorithms in order to reason about them through a self-contained and
homogeneous environment. We propose LS-lab, a framework for comparing and testing
different Curriculum Sequencing algorithms in learning environments such as Educational
Hypermedia. LS-lab has been designed to run different Curriculum Sequencing algo-
rithms, each of them provided with its own Student Model representation. In this frame-
work, the Knowledge Domain must be IEEE LOM compliant, while, through a suitable
GUI, one can insert new algorithms or run already available ones. We are carrying out
the implementation by using a 3-tier Java application technology, in order to provide this
environment available on the Internet. Finally we perform an application example.
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1 Introduction

The rapid growth of the Internet is enabling a more widespread use of distance learning
based on Web-oriented systems such as Web-based Educational Hypermedia (WBEH)
and Learning Management Systems (LMS). In this context, the pedagogical strategy be-
hind a course is crucial, such as the capability of a system to automatically tailor the
course to the needs and interests of each individual student. In fact Personalization and
Adaptation, as opposed to the traditional one-size-fits-all approach, are more and more
sought in educational systems [4]. Curriculum Sequencing is one of the most interest-
ing challenges in educational research area: research in this field aims to automatically
produce a personalized sequence of didactic materials or activities, on the basis of each
student’s needs and interests, by dynamically selecting the most appropriate didactic ma-
terials at any moment [5]. Several approaches and AI techniques addressing this issue
have been proposed in the literature: rule-based sequencing, as in the AHA! system [3];
planning-based sequencing, as in the LS-plan system [8] and in the work of Baldoni et
al. [1]; graph-based sequencing as in the IWT system [11], KBS-Hyperbook system [7],
and Lecomps system [12].

In this paper we present a framework called LS-lab, at its early stage of development,
with the aim to compare different Curriculum Sequencing algorithms. The motivation
behind this effort arises from the fact that, while from one hand the number of proposals
in this field are increasing, on the other hand, presently, there is the lack of an environment
where one can actually test and compare different sequencing algorithms. In fact to really
compare them, it needs to start from the same conditions and run on the same learning
material. Moreover, our system aims to provide researches with an almost ready-to-use
environment, allowing for low-cost experimentations.

In the literature there are several proposals of frameworks designed for evaluating, test-
ing and comparing different kinds of systems and algorithms. For example in [15] a frame-
work for evaluating the performance of user modelling servers is presented. Weibelzahl
and Lauer presented a framework to evaluate different adaptive Case-Based Reasoning
systems [13], while in the work of Baldoni et al. a framework for comparing Adaptive
Educational Hypermedia is presented [2].

In LS-lab system several adaptive components of an adaptive educational environ-
ment are involved, which, through suitable software interfaces , e.g. parsers, must run in
the same environment.

This paper is structured as follows: in Section 2 the LS-lab system, with its compo-
nents and procedures is shown. In Section 3 is reported the first experimentation, based
on two sequencing algorithms: the first one based on a topological sorting vs. the second
one based on automated planning. In Section 4 conclusions are drawn.

2 The LS-lab System

The main issue concerning the design of such an environment is the heterogeneity of the
different sequencing techniques, each of them with its own particular SM representation,
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together with their different DK that have to be uniformly parsed and represented in
order to have a homogeneous environment. Other problems concern the building of all
those software interfaces among algorithms and the technical environment, needed to
correctly run them.

2.1 Background

In the following we give some definitions about some components used by the system.

- Knowledge Item (KI). A KI is an atomic element of knowledge about a given
learning topic.

- Knowledge Domain (KD). It is the set of all the KIs related to a particular course:
KD = {KI1, KI2, . . . , KIn}.

- Cognitive State (CS). The CS is the set of all the KI possessed by the student
with respect to a given topic: CS ⊆ DK.

- Learning Style (LS). A LS is a 4-tuple:

LS = 〈D1, D2, D3, D4〉, with Di ∈ [−11, . . . , +11], i = 1, . . . , 4

being each Di a Felder-Silverman Learning Style Dimension [6], i.e., D1: active-
reflective, D2: sensing-intuitive, D3: visual-verbal, D4: sequential-global.

- Course. A Course is a particular set of Learning Nodes (LN), created by the teacher
about a particular topic.

- Target Knowledge (TK). The TK for a given course is a subset of KIs that represent
the knowledge that has to be acquired after having taken the course.

- Learning Node (LN). A LN is a 5-tuple:

LN = 〈LM,AK,RK, LS, T 〉 where

LM is the Learning Material, i.e., any instructional digital resource.

AK Acquired Knowledge. It is a KI that represents the concept that has to be
acquired after having studied the contents related to a given LN .

RK Required Knowledge. It is the set of KI necessary for studying the material
of the node, i.e., the cognitive prerequisites required by the AK associated to
the node.

LS Learning Styles.

- Learning Object Sequence (LOS). It is the sequence of LN selected by a given
sequencing algorithm.
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- Super Student Model (SSM). The SSM is a set of data given by the union of all
the students characteristics represented in the different SMs related to the available
sequencing algorithms. We distinguish two main parts:

SSM = {Name, Age, LS, . . .} ∪ {Context, CS, CourseLevel . . .}

The first set contains information independent on the specific course, while the
second one contains information that are specific for a given course. It dynamically
increases, as new algorithms, and related student models, are inserted into the
system.

We assume that each LN in a course is IEEE-LOM compliant. To this purpose we
show how the LN data given in the definitions above are mapped into some suitable
LOM metadata. For example the contents of the fields <RK> e <AK> are represented
by means of the tag <purpose> of the last IEEE-LOM category, <classification>; each
element of the <taxonPath>, <taxon> is composed by an identificative <id> and by a
string <string>, that represents the name of a prerequisite, or an acquired knowledge.

In any case, researchers that want to compare their sequencing algorithms to other
ones in LS-lab, have to build LNs compliant to the IEEE-LOM specification and they
have to provide, besides the executable files or source code, a set of parsers for data
translations.

2.2 The System Architecture

In this Subsection we show the LS-lab system in all its logical and functional components,
starting from the Fig. 1 where dashed arrows represent the input given by the researcher.
The system is composed of the following functional modules:

- GUI. It is the graphical environment shown in Fig.2, composed of five components.
Through the insert your data component the researcher can input the personal data
of the student, i.e., name, surname, age together with her Learning Styles (LS).
Through the Course Information component one can select the course of interest,
while through the Starting Knowledge Selection and the Target Knowledge Selection
components the researcher can input respectively the Student Starting Knowledge
and the Course Target Knowledge. Finally, through the Algorithm Selection com-
ponent the algorithm currently present in the environment can be selected.

- Student Model Generator (SMG). This module generates the particular SMi re-
lated to the particular algorithm Ai to be run. Firstly, the SMG takes in input the
researcher’s SM selection coming from the GUI, among all the SMs contained in
the current Super Student Model (SSM). Secondly, it runs the Parseri producing
as output the SMi, i.e., that particular SM representation needed by the algorithm
Ai.
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Figure 1: The Functional Schema of the LS-lab System.

- Knowledge Domain Generator (KDG). This module takes as input the Coursei

selected by the researcher giving as output the KDi related to that course, by
launching the right parser in order to obtain the right KD representation adapted
to be managed by the algorithm Ai.

- Target Knowledge Generator (TKG). This module takes as input the TK selected
by the researcher, and consequently, through a suitable parser, produces as output
the right TKi representation ready to be managed by the Ai algorithm.

- Sequencing Engine (SE). This module is the core of the system. After hav-
ing taken as input the sequencing algorithm selection, for example Ai, among all
those algorithms currently present in the system, it runs Ai on the 3-ple I =<
TKi, KDi, SMi >.
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Figure 2: LS-lab GUI.

2.3 The System Workflow

LS-lab can be used in two different scenarios. In the first one a researcher can run
two or more algorithms currently present in the system, while in the second one she can
insert a new algorithm in the system comparing it with other available algorithms. The
insertion of a new algorithm needs the effort to uniform its associated SM , its KD, and
its TK representations to the LS-lab standard. This effort means that we need to
provide information about the algorithm input data, to provide the executable file of the
algorithm, and to develop the necessary parsers and adapters for SM , KD, and TK. So
a researcher, who wants to insert her algorithm into the LS-lab system, has to provide
the LS-lab developers with:

- the executable file of the algorithm;

- the description of the algorithm input data;

- an xml file, describing the SM : it will be used by LS-lab developers to extend
the SSM and to provide a suitable adapter between the SSM and the actual SM ,
that can be given as input to the algorithm;

- a domain description compliant to IEEE-LOM standard and, if required, the seman-
tics of the used tags: it will be used by LS-lab developers to provide a suitable
parser, that will translate the IEEE-LOM metadata of the learning materials of a
given domain into the correct input for that particular sequencing algorithm;
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- a TK description to allow LS-lab developers for providing a suitable parser to
give the correct input to the algorithm;

A researcher who wants to run two or more algorithms already present in the system, has
to fill-in the GUI of the system, giving the information about a simulated student, about
the domain to be used and about the TK. Moreover she has to select the algorithms
she wants to compare. The SM , DK and TK information are consequently translated
by the parsers associated to the selected algorithms and sent as inputs to the algorithms
themselves. Their outputs are then shown to the researcher.

3 LS-lab at Work

In this Section we present an example of the use of the LS-lab system for comparing two
sequencing algorithms. The first algorithm is the one used by the LS-plan system [8, 9],
based on the Pdk (Planning with Domain Knowledge) planner [10]. Pdk conforms to the
planning as satisfiability paradigm, and the logic used to encode planning problems is
the propositional Linear Time Logic [14]. The second algorithm is a classical Topological
Sort Algorithm (TSA), used in the literature by a number of adaptive educational systems
such as the IWT system [11], the KBS-Hyperbook system [7], and the Lecomps system
[12]. The TSA uses student’s previous knowledge for building a personalized sequence
performing a depth first traversal, while LS-plan uses both student’s previous knowledge
and LS for sequencing. The KD used in this experiment is the Italian Neorealist Cin-
ema, as shown in Fig. 3, where the prerequisite relations among concepts are represented
through arcs. Some of these concepts are linked to more than one learning material. In
particular, since the LS-plan sequencing algorithm exploits LS, according to the Felder
and Silverman’s model [6], we used a KD where each LN is equipped with four weights,
one for each FS dimension, representing the suitability of the LN for a given student.
The domain parser, associated to the LS-plan sequencing algorithm, as shown in Section
2, acquires both LS weights and prerequisite relations from the LOM metadata of each
LN and translates them in order to provide in output the correct input for the sequenc-
ing algorithm. Instead, the domain parser, associated to the TSA uses only one of the
alternative learning materials linked to each concept.

While in Fig. 2 the empty GUI was shown, here in Fig. 4 we illustrate in the left
part the GUI instance connected to the experiment, i.e., with the TSA and LS-plan
algorithms, while in the right part of the figure is shown an example of how the GUI
should appear in the case of the use of the actual IWT, Lecomps and KBS-Hyperbook
algorithms.

We run the two algorithms on two different SM . The first, SM1, is a learner that
knows nothing about the domain. The second, SM2, is a learner that knows the following
concepts: Neorealism origin, Rossellini, I bambini ci guardano, Rome in the Neorealism,
De Sica, Topics, The War, Children. The LOS produced by the two algorithms for the
two SM are shown in Fig. 5. As we can see, the TSA did not manage the LS associated
to the SM and to the LN : its LOS was built taking into account the default learning
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Figure 3: Italian Neorealist Cinema Domain.

Figure 4: LS-Lab GUI.

material only, i.e., the learning material marked as suitable for every SM , shown in Fig. 5
with ” 1”. LS-plan selected, instead, different learning materials on the basis of the
student’s LS.

LS-lab does not allow for a validation of the produced LOS: this is left to teachers
and instructional designers. These experts can evaluate the suitability of the sequences
for a given SM and their opinions can be stored, allowing a database of past evaluations.

4 Conclusions and Future Development

In this paper we presented the LS-lab system, a framework, now at its early stage of
development, that provides researchers with a suitable environment where to test, compare
and validate their Curriculum Sequencing algorithms. We decided to develop such a
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Figure 5: Produced LOS.

kind of system because of a lack in the literature of the Curriculum Sequencing research
area of such an environment: while many sequencing algorithms have been presented
during years, there is not a suitable environment where people can select a particular
sequencing algorithm for a particular KD or compare different ones for research purposes.
We proposed a first experiment based on two sequencing algorithms: a topological sorting-
based algorithm vs. a linear temporal logic-based algorithm. The former has been used
in several sequencing algorithms while the latter has been proposed in the LS-plan
system, showing step by step the system together with the workflow to use it. As a future
work we plan to implement other sequencing algorithms together with the possibility
to communicate, through suitable communication protocols (e.g. SOAP) with remote
algorithms, a better GUI and a XML binding in order to automatically input many
semantic information such as the SM .
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